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 Van Crcvcld showed that the glycogcn content of the blood was raised
in glycogen disease as compared with normal controls; this was con-
firmed by Ellis and Payne, who also found that there was much more
glycogen in the blood-cells than in the plasma. It was also shown, how-
ever, that the blood-glycogen content was considerably raised in some
pathological conditions other than glycogen disease; so too much
diagnostic importance should not be attached to this estimation.
That some defect occurs in the storage of glycogen as well as in its
liberation is shown by the fact that the blood-sugar tends to rise ab-
normally high and to fall slowly after ingeslion of a glucose test-meal.
Unlike the diabetic curve, however, the blood-sugar returns to an hypo-
glycacmic level.
A secondary elTcct of the abnormal stability of the glycogcn stores is an
interference with the metabolism of fat. This is shown by the appearance
of acetone in the urine in circumstances of normal life, i.e. in the
absence of those factors tending to produce kctonuria in normal
children. The blood-cholesterol is also raised.
A curious finding in a case recently described by Naish and Gumpcrt
was the presence of much undigested starch in the stools, which were
acid in reaction and contained amylasc; the latter was normally active
when the reaction of the stool was made alkaline. The stools have not,
however, been noted as being abnormal in other instances.
As regards the nature of the defect of glycogcn metabolism, it may
suffice to mention some of the hypotheses that have been advanced, as
none of these can be regarded as proved. Thus it has been suggested
that an abnormally stable form of glycogen, differing in kind from
normal glycogen, is deposited in the tissues; but this hypothesis has
not been supported by subsequent investigations. Again, it has been
suggested that the glycogen has an abnormal linkage to protein, render-
ing it peculiarly immobile; and that the ferment responsible for the
breakdown of glycogen in the tissues is defective. Van Creveld com-
pared the condition to a persistence of the foetal state. Recently Naish
and Gumpert discussed the possibility that there was a local abnormality
of tissue reaction, interfering with the normal splitting of glycogcn.
Hertz's suggestion that the condition is due fundamentally to dys-
function of the pituitary is attractive in many ways, particularly as these
patients have been shown to be hypersensitive to insulin and are fre-
quently retarded in growth and development. Up to the present time,
however, no conclusive evidence has been produced in favour of any
of these hypotheses.
 
Liver
 4.-MORBID ANATOMY
This has been studied in the few cases that have come to necropsy
owing to intercurrent infection, and in some instances material obtained
by operation has been examined during life. The liver has been found
enlarged; smooth, and red or reddish-brown in colour. Fibrosis has not

